
THE FIRST PARISH ORGAN 

Since 1829, First Parish Church has looked after portions of the organ still 
being played every week at Sunday services. 

The First Parish Church organ has been subject to a series of alterations, 
renovations and rebuilding, all of which have used parts, pipes and pieces of 
the existing organ. Consequently, the organ does not bear the name of any 
single famous organ builder, nor has it been memorialized by the name of a 
generous donor. Instead, it stands as a tribute to a sacred succession of saints 
who have cared for and maintained the thread of the instrument that was 
begun in our church in 1829. 

In 1829, First Parish Church dedicated its fifth meeting house since the 
founding of the church in 1633. In the new meetinghouse, built on the same 
site as its immediate predecessor, an organ of 13 stops and 731 pipes was 
installed in the balcony. This instrument, a product of the early and famous 
American organ builder, William M. Goodrich of Boston cost the church $ 
1,250.00 

In 1878, the church contracted with another well-known American organ firm, 
Hutchings-Plaisted of Boston to re-build and re-locate the organ as its Opus # 
81. Substantially expanded and moved from its balcony location to the left 
front side of the church. In the move from balcony to front of the church, 
the organ size more than doubled the number of pipes, and it received a 
new organ case. The Hutchings-designed black walnut organ case, with 
minor modifications is still in use today, albeit now painted white. Of tracker 
(mechanical) action, the 1878 organ was blown by hand until 1903, when a 
water motor was installed to raise the necessary wind pressure. 

The 1878 Hutchings organ was altered with conversion to electric key and stop 
action and a new console in 1929, while retaining the Hutchings slider 
windchests. The water motor was replaced with an electric unit in 1917. The 
1878 Hutchings slider windchests on which the pipes sit were replaced in 1957 
including a substantial renovation undertaken by the late Rostron Kershaw. 
This re-building increased the organ to twenty-eight ranks and a set of chimes. 

In 1976, the Berkshire Organ Company undertook a major tonal renovation 
and supplied a new console. The tonal pallet was recast along more classic 
lines. In 1985, a visually and aurally impressive Festival Trumpet stop, 
positioned in the rear gallery in en-chamade position, was built by the Trivo 
Company, and installed by E. A. Kelley Associates. This addition, coupled with 
the Berkshire renovation, brought the organ to a total of thirty ranks of pipes. 








